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MEW

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1913.
Republican side not to force a discussion of the situation, but to await
developments, grew stronger.
(.'hail man Bacon, of the. foreign
committee reiterated today that
he United States would stand linassailable in the eyes of the world, what
ever the outcome of the negotiations,
because of its consistent effort to
bring about peace in Mexico.

NO. 160

my wife knew all about my affairs.
The next day, Monday, Caminetti came
to in.v hotel and said: 'That, father
of yours is a terror. He culled mo on
the phone to ask where you were an i
when
told him I didn't know, he called me a liar and told me he'd have
me fired out of my job. that I wasn't
lit to he working for the state board
of control.'
"Cam told me his wife said that she
Ir.ld him that she was going to Judge
THE CHAMBER
Hughes for a warrant, that things had
;one far enough.
OF
COMMERCE
HE CROSSES THE BORDER IN SAFETY OPERATORS REFUSE TO RECOGNIZE HE TELLS THE
REPORTS THAT HE HAD INSISTED
MISS
JURY THAT
tin Wednesday niht, before, we THE PURSER LOSES ALL LISTS, BUT
TONIGHT
MEETS
left for Reno, my uncle prevailed on
BUT IS RECOGNIZED BY A NEW:
THE
ON RECOGNITION
UNDER
WARRINGTON INSISTED THAT SHE
THE UNION IN SOUTHERN COLOSTEAMSHIP
PASCOMPANY'S
As
was entering
ine to go home.
met Caminetti leaving, He
HAMPSHIRE SHERIFF, WHO GIVES
Tlie meeting of the chamber of com
COAL
PENALTY OF
HIM TO the house
SEVERING
DIPLO
RADO
SHOULD
ACCOMPANY
FIELD, ALTHOUGH A
LIST
A
SENGER
SHOWS
THAT
wouldn't speak to me.
merce tonight will be one of especial
ORDERS TO HAVE HIM ARRESTED
MATIC RELATIONS WITH THE II. S,
CONFERENCE MAY BE ARRANGED
'I had dinner and went down town
RENO, ON THE ESCAPADE, AS HE
LARGE
NUMBER
ARE
STILL
importance and Interest. Aside from
(again. 'Cam' told me that my wife
HELD.
AND
CALLS
THE
TRIP.
SOON.
PROVE UNTRUE.
will
be
the matters of business that
hud been saying to him: 'You've been
UNACCOUNTED FOR.
Ja snake to me for years,' lie said she
Uought out, in the routine and in the
jtold hiin, 'now I'm going to show you
r ports of the various comittees there EXTRADITION HEARING
FEDERATION CONDEMNS
TESTIFIES IN HIS
what a real serpent is, I m going to WILL SEND DIVERS
SITUATION, HOWEVER,
will be another matter along tho very
cause you untoJd trouble.'
TO BE HELD TO MORROW
"Cam said she had called him to the
THE COAL OPERATORS
OWN DEFENSE TODAY
IS VERY DELICATE lines that we have been endeavoring
TO SEARCH FOR DEAD
to work which will be talked over
house by the telephone
He said he
was so scared when he went in thai
and explained.
he hid behind a door when he sa.v
Coaticook, Quebec, Aug. 11'. Harry
Forest Supervisor A. G. Hingland is
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 19.
Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 19. A resoluWashington, D. C, Aug. 19. The
Seattle, Wash., Aug. l!t Thirty-twhe was sure sh-- .
Hie city and is going to explain te Thaw is under arrest nere. He will lion pledging the support of the Fed-bMaury I. Piggs, former state architect her coming until
United States will await the final outsurviving
passengers of the steamship
have
a
didn't
gun.
how cooperative work can be under'"e Tf"1 8rlk; of California, took the witness stand
between John
arraigned at Sherbrook as a fugi-- ! sis called in L,a,,,r.in No.
come of negotiations
"That same night I saw O'Brien, too. State of California are on the way to
o, by the
between the chamber and the
taken
from justice in tho United States. ed Mi)e Workers of America and also in his own defense today and told He told me that he'd heard through Seattle on
hind and Provisional President Huer-t- forest people in the publicity line
the steamship Northwestbefore taking further steps in its which will be of inestimable benefit 'Ihe final disposition of the prisoner, condemning the policy of the coal his story of the motives impelling Marsha Warrington's uncle that hei ern, and eleven ure In a Hospital In
t'lilliui liar! unlrl liu'rl 1in,ivrl ulut wna
policy toward Mexico. Last night's in getting our resources and our great however, rests with the dominion gov- - (operators in importing armed guards what lie called the "Reno escapade."
with only one of them In
dewith a married man, that he Juneau,
precipitated a lively light among the
reports of an ultimatum by Huerta
His midnight flight across the Ne- Going
danger. There are ten bodies of pasadvantages before the people of the eminent.
and
was
he'd
of
to
that
convention
me,
the
intimations
suspicious
eighteenth
Thaw was arrested this morning at 'delegates
on the Northwestern.
whole country.
manding recognition and
vada state line, from Sacramento to
sworn if ho ever found us together sengers of
that he might hand Charge O'Shaugha village near(of tIle Colorado Convention of Labor Reno, with Marsha Warrington, Lola
One
It is most urgently requested that Hermenegilde-Garford- ,
the four unidentified women
kill
us
both."
he'd
as
whose bodies were recovered was
here. An hour before he had driven 800,1 Bfter the ope,l1,l(4 of tho econtf Norris and F. Drew Canilnetti, which
nessy and William Bayard Hale their
dm many members of the chamber
disThe direct examination concluded
nay s session today.
Miss Blanche Fridd, a teaehtr in tho
passports, were denied in official
resulted in the present trial under the
possible turn out this evening and across the line from New Hampshire.
'
without any questions about the purThe resolution introduced by Adolph Mann white slave trallic act.
comHe
State Normal School at Monmouth
patches from the American embassy
his
movement
in
and
is
admitted
which
tr.ke
this
identity
part
on
disto
of
chase
tickets
the
was
a
Reno,
the
miner's
from
trip
Germer,
delegate
today, while their authenticity
Her family Lve In VaUey
"What did you call it?" asked Judge
intended to aid along those lines placently declared that he could not union. Germer
the train or the three days' in the Oregon.
was strenuously op- Van
claimed in Mexico City.
City, N. D.
Fleet, interrupting the testimony. Reno
which we have been working and be extradited as he had committed
deleEli
bungalow.
Gross, a Denver
posed by
President Wilson, Secretary Bryan which will
"An
Captain Cann will return to tho sceno
escapade,"
repeated Diggs,
bring to our city that no crime.
gate, who charged that Germer was looking the judge squarely in the eye,
and administration officials, generally,
of the wreck.
to
so
Two
have
who
are
we
which
have
notice
men,
and
supposed
attempting to "railroad" action. Gross
however maintained a waiting mood prestige
The Pacific Coast Steamship comin a clear, confident SULZER REFUSES TO
desired and for which we are accompanied Thaw in his spectacular maintained that no action should bo and sneaking
OBEY ATTORNEY GENERAL pany checked up the list of its pasand counseled a like course with sena- long
voice.
the
from
at
insane hospital
flight
taken until the committee on resolutors of the foreign relations commit- now striving.
sengers again today and still place
"Proceed," directed the court, withRingland
spoke this Matt ea wan, X. Y., last Sunday morn- tions had submitted a report.
Supervisor
"Albany, N. Y Aug. 19. That Gov- the number of dead at 32. The comtee, who agreed with them and quietout comment.
in
were
and
were,
his
of
awakened
the
ing
was
company
resolution
senate
Germer
spirit,
The
on
newly
the
riorning
finally
ed threatened outbreaks
All his testimony went to prove that ernor iSulzer will decline to abide by pany will send three divers north by
in Santa Fe and he expressed a de also detained.
passed on roll call by an overwhelming he was worried, harassed, liaunted the opinion of Attorney General
floor.
the steamship City of Seattle, sailing
unwere
with
in every possible
"being
They
charged
majority.
Lieutenant Governor tonight to make a thorough search of
Charge O'Shaughnessy cabled Sec sire to help it along
side by the consequences
from
declaring
every
E. V.
State Labor Commissioner
suspicion of having committed nn
of his own misconduct, and that his Martin it. Glynn to be the acting gov the hulk and bring out all the bodies.
retary Bryan from Mexico City early v. ay. In addition to the matters ot der
c
Brake this morning presented a forList Incomplete.
was to get out of town, ernor of the state, and will seek a cour
(oday that President Huerta, through business and the heart to heart talks flense in another and friendly
mal recommendation to the coal oper only thought
Juneau, Alaska, Aug. 19. The list
the scandal surroundinK hiin a decision, was the general opinion exForeign Minister Gamboa, emphatical- along progressive liues there will be a
give
of
Trinidad
the
and
directors
the
of
foundation
build
two
to
one
The
the
men,
luncheon served which will add
large
jnlors
chance to die down, and then come pressed in official circles today. Both of known dead and missing who were
ly denied there was "any
.Mr. Sulzer and his counsel declined on tho Pacific Coast Steamship com
whatever" for the statement that pleasure and sociability of the occas- and the other a smaller man. at once (Chamber of Commerce that, steps be back to his family and business.
to
armed
once
the
disarm
all
State of California
Huerta had issued an ultimatum to ion and aid in making the evening a retained counsel and refused to dis- (taken at
In direct contradiction to the tes- to discuss the attorney general's find pany's steamer
guards and deputy sheriffs not local
close their identity.
when she struck a rock and sank In
of Miss Warrington and Miss ings.
the United States demanding recogni- helpful one.
timony
The $500 reward for Thaw's arrest .j citizens as a means of preventing a Norris, who have sworn that they
Gambler Bay Sunday morning, today
tion with the alternative of handing
Let everyone turn out.
'H-Utioof Saturday night's riot.
stands unchanged with ten bodies re
Mr. O'Shaughnessy his passports.
left home against their judgment and
belongs to Sheriff B. H. Kelsea. of
A brief conference
between
State desire, and only when marriage had
covered and fifteen passengers known
A dispatch from John Lind informwho recognized!
N. II.,
C'olebrook.
Secretary-BryaCommissioner E. V. Brake and been promised them, Diggs named
to be missing and given up for dead
Thaw on a Maine Central railroad'!-'1''0- 1'
ed President Wilson and
Whether more passengers than tho
that he had been in conference
train last night. After the. fugitive W. .1. Murray, general manager of the Marsha Warrington as the one who
aim
fifteen whose names appeared In the
with Provisional President Huerta at
had insisted that they go.
had left the train at Hereford, Kelsea v ci""ienuaii rue! c.inu-an.list of missing are among those whose
an early hour today. He characterized
As early as January 31, he testified
ji'emsa.i on me pan oi j'ranii j. nayes,
hiin to Hermenegilde-Garford- ,
rursued
with
Mine she had said to him, "You're a piker.
vice president of the United
bodies were taken down with the
his reception and conference
where, at the request of the sheriff, Workers
of America, to accept Brake We
wreck is uncertain, as Purser I J.
have framed this, and you
Huerta as cordial.
girls
a Canadian constable placed the fua mediator were the only develop-Iment- fellows have got to go along with us."
saved no records and Is not
Caughlan
Last night's dispatches attributing
jas
gitive under arest.
in the labor situahow
sure
early
himtoday
many were aboard the ship
of
master
was
the announcement by Minister Urruta
perfectly
Diggs
Hermenegilde Garford is a, small tion in the southern coal fields, where
ofwhen it went 1o its doom.
of an ultimatum by Huerta stirred
self. He spoke with a clear voice, in
mnes
two
oi
souin
mis
piace ,R strik(, o( bt,tween elgllt and ten thoH an
village
To the bust of Cougblan's recollecficial circles here deeply. Secretary
easy, free but earnest manner, lookand Thaw was brought here. Thouglt
,B threatened
d
mornunless the
for the most part directly at his FOUR HUNDRED SOLDIERS SURROUND tion .the State of California left
ing
Bryan, an early riser, read the
to CHIHUAHUA IS AGAIN . IN TOUCH
Nineteen
Seattle with 53 passengers.
counsel, but sometimes, turtiuig.. his
ing newspars and hurried down
THE MEETING PLACE AND ARREST more
at Princa
boarded the stea-ne- r
to the jury and sometimes
his office where he found the reassur
eyes
large
WITH THE BORDER CITY, AND that he was the man who escaped
vice President Hayes this morning
B. C. and several others took:
ing cable from Charge O'Shaughnessy
dropping them to his carefully maniEVERYBODY FOUND .PRESENT.-LAT- ER, Rupert,
fiom Matteawan.
Later he freely
nothing to add to the ultimatum cured linger nails.
at Ketchikan, Alaska, and
passage
and then went to the White House to
OF PROVISIONS, iiiiltted the facts, of which the police Ihe delivered to the coal
NINE TRAINS
operators in
ALL
BUT FORTY
confer with President Wilson. While
"On March 3," testified the defendARE other ports on the way north, but how
how-; a public address last night. He
were already convinced. He baid,
many or who left the steamer at the
there the message came from Mr.
LEFT
MAIL
PASSENGERS
ant, "I remember talking about my
AND
RELEASED.
that he would fight any effort, to ed, however, that overtures had been fix with Miss Warrington.
several stops along the coast he does
'I've got
Lind, telling of the conference with
not remember.
extradite him and retained Attorney made, but whether by the unions or to go away from here,' I told her,
THIS AFTERNOON.
Huerta.
TSxamlnation of the hospital list,
Sliritltff of this place to look after his the operators, he. would not state. So 'things are getting too hot for me.
dispatch,
Charge O'Shaughnessy's
were taken,
where eleven survivors
interest.
Shirtliff had a long confer- - far the operators have refused point We'd better disconnect.'
didn't GREAT EXCITEMENT
backed up by Mr. Lind's served to
She
added to names to the list of passen
ier.ee with his client before he was, Wan t0 meet Hayes as a union repre want me to go. I told her that I had
dispel the impression the first news REBELS ARE ACTIVE
official
saved. They are George O'Del!,
this after- - ,switative, but some hope is entertain- to that I had a future, a family and
arraigned at. Sherbrook
dispatches had given and the
PREVAILS IN DISTRICT gers
ea
bean
mat
intormai
conference
may
a
a Kansan, enrottte to the Sushannn
to
around
will
noon..
switched
general
be
Thaw
taken
a business to protect and that I was
views
probably
COAST
THE
WEST
r
ON
be arranged within th'3 next twenty-fougold field, and Alvan Vlnedge of
lief that while the situation was a delito l.,os Angeles tor a wnne aim
toin Sherbrook to Montreal.
hours. When the delegates to going
Seattle.
a chance to die
cate one, there was hope of some satHevtor Verret, king's counsel at
B.
19.
opinion
John
give
public
Vancouver,
Aug.
C,
conthe Colorado State Federation of La- down.
The elevfn survivors treated in tho
Is
Sheriff
for
isfactory conclusion so long as
Coaticook,
Socialist
member
of
British
19.
the
Teleacting
Place,
El Paso, Texas, Aug.
bor met this morning for the second
are:
hospital
"A few days later she called me up Columbia
ferences were continuing between graphic communication has been rewho is the actual complainant in
parliament; Arthur Jordan,
H.
from
R. Andrews,
session, there was prospect o? Mind asked me
suffering
Huerta and Lind.
ti e case. Kelsea charged that Thaw day's
why I was still in town. secretary of the
Nanaimo
Coal
and
Chihuahua
nine
with
stored
over
a
credentials
shock
and
fight
exposure.
I
some
Senators Lodge and Stone were
had
told her that
buildings Miners' local, and Joe Angelo, leader
passeuger trains are Is a fugitive from justice and demandA jury of business men has been
to freight and
Alvin Vinnedgo,
Seattle, severely
shown the following cablegram
to leave Juarez for the south at ed that, he bo held for the United empanneled by Coroner B. B. Sipe for under construction and that, there of the foreign element In the strike atbrlljsp(j
ready
from
Charge
them Nanaimo were
Bryan
connection
with
were
in
details
Secretary
3 o'clock Tuesday afternoon, the time States authorities.
arrested at Nanaimo
the inquest into the killing of GeralJ
Mrs. Belle
Drake, Des Moines,
O'Shaughnessy, dated last night and set for the
after Tjippiatt, the union organizer who was I had to look to.
The police
immediately
last night with forty others implicat- bruised.
departure of the trains, but
received at 4 a. m. today.
to
we
went
a
before
week
"About
(J
o'clock Sh0t and killed Saturday night,
ed in strike disturbances.
by
Lawrence Ferris, New York, knee
have cabled delays incident to the loading of pro- Thaw's arrival here, about
"The correspondents
Reno, Diepenbrock, my landlord, told
the mobilization of 2,000 this morning, sent a message to Si!-- ; two Baldwin-Feltwere charged with taking part badly sprainpd.
guards.
They
that the Mexican government has stat- visions, which will accompany the
me that the janitor of the building. in an unlawful
Nans Jolianson, third engineer, head
perintendent Kieb, of the Matteawan
assembly. This and
ed that its note to Lind demands that troops as an escort and the
and the policemen on the beat had the
trains
switching hospital, notifying him of the arrest
Huerthe
flooding of the Western Fuel com cut.
recognize
States
the fnited
about
to
him
taking
my
complained
a
with
;
cars
number
of
of the large
and giving a description of the priB-- DOZENS KILLED
Pilot McOillivray, rib broken and
pany's mines today and the discovery
WHEN girls to my office.
ta government before 12 o'clock nr'd limited
equipment of engines in the 01 erThe superintendent replied,
T
an auto of a pile ot ammunition at Ladysmith body bruised.
took
same
week
n'ght today ,or a statement practical- Central yards, may cause the depar- "The
,
BE,kng that the man be held.
George O'Dell, Kansas, head cut.
ly to that effect.
with Miss Warrington on the up- have thrown the district into a state
ture to be delayed.
Mrs. Peter Olson, shock and expos
Thaw's companions were not put in
DYNAMITE EXPLODES ride
of
excitement.
the
great
"I brought the matter to the u.gent
Surrounding
saw
another
We
per Stockton road.
No reports have been received from jaili bllt appeared to oe ,mdl,r stir- not expected to live.
five
Athletic
Nanaimo
where
,ure:
club,
attention of the minister of foreign the south
I
it
told her
machine behind us and
of Villa's presence along veiliance
0Isl(m- Tacoma, shock and ex
rp,er
disto
hundred
miners
had
presumably in custody of
affairs at 10 D. m. He immediately
gathered
was my father with an officer of the
a
buuul
uh.hi
uie
of
raiiioau,
miuuugii
counsel
the
minister
and
j.,e(r
terms
the
of
the
saw the president
ON
TRACKS juvenile
STREET
CAR
proposed
court. We traveled fifty cubs
j CARLOAD
win ne sent aneaa. oi me caravan ro
- SllIpv.
sralia, head
Thaw was arraigned before Justice
r.f o,J ( with o,0
. a
gobernacion, Senor Urruta, who is supI ..
miles an hour for some minutes ana
, ......
BY
lent.
iiu
Bine
MEXICO
CITY
COLLI
ai
iiieie
OF
SET
OFF
malte
iiiai
D
nml
icucia,
thio
ftwr.nrtn
statement
the
out
hundred
four
posed to have given
soldiers,
mine,
Jinglepot
them.
left.
A
the track below Rannheria,
Mrs. At. J. Tracy, stewardess, shock
was remanded to Sherbrook jail. He
and he authorized me to deny this along
HAVE
BEEN
THIRTY
SION.
BODIES
"My father was In town then and I under the command of Colonel Hall, land exposure.
statement to my government as hav- troop train will also bring up the will appear before Judge Mulvena, ex- I
be
avenue
barred
of
knew he was looking for ine.
escape and
every
rear of the trains.
The State of California is a total
MANY
MORE
ALREADY RECOVERED.
tot"adition
ing any foundation in fact."
lieved what I told the girl. She said: took every man in tho building mtojlrsg w,(h evervthinK on boardi includ.
The provision trains will carry more morrow. commissioner, probably
The senators were also shown a
ARE DEAD.
'Believe me, you're not going away custody.
mey were removed in
and express, and per- than 200,000 pesos worth of goods
In charge, of officers
Thaw left
as batches of ten under guard to the ,Ilf, carK0T
'Do just
dispatch from John Lind, in which he when
and leave me here.'
All of this
Juarez.
leave
ThoBB
the
a,
of
pffef.lg
they
pnsson);BrSi
Huerta
with
said he spent two hours
tho
you please,' I said. 'I'm going and court house, where they were search-- j v llo srvived, escaped only with the
is insured in Lloyds against revolu- here shortly after 2 o'clock for
19
An ex- I'm
Mexico
at his suggestion. Very cordial.
Mex.,
reAug.
City,
a
would
said
he
too
I've
Sherbrook
He
alone.
good
got
jail.
going
ed. Those who could be identified as ;c0thes they had on when the steamer
The message was received at 2:2U tion losses. Included in these provi- sist any attempt to take him to the plosion on a car loaded with
family here. I've got to think of having taken part in the disturbances struck. Many were in their nlghi
sion trains are a number of refrigeracar
on
street
the
of
a
a. m. today.
tracks
in
me
New
York state hnnndarv line.
them. I've got lots before
meats. The 1000
of last week were arreBted and after robes.
The senators conferred briefly with tor cars of American
Pituhnrtr a,,., in a telerranliif. company in a thickly settled portion this town and I want this to blow having been separated fh
across
their
a
the
of
of
suburb
President Wilson and as they left the sacks of mail will also be takenoffice
capital
Tacubaya,
over.' "
in request was received here today from
a
the transfer
were
river
from
nder
marched
the
companions,
satisfied
were
said
House
u...
White
they
"Marsha said no, she's got to go,
Harry K. Thaw asking that a large K1"eQ or mjurea more man
TLT AN
Oil I FlU
Paso.
El
the
to"
bodyguard
strong
provincial:
not
were
justiwomen
that alarming reports
and
children,
Miss
sons,
!
chiefly
Xorris
Coati-with
and
Miss
her.
at
him
be
of
sent
too,
money
Colonel
11.
General
Francisco
Castro,
liberated.
were
The
'
others
WEEK
Mr.
SCREEN
earl-fied. They still were hopeful that
today. Thirty bodies already Norris never would have gone to Reno ji
other com- cook, Quebec, where he was captured nave Deen
.
When the news of the roundup be- of if Miss Warrington had not insisted
ruins
Lind's efforts to bring about an amic- Juan N. Vasquez and the
from
ken
the
early today,
'
came known, there was a general rush
able understanding would be success- manders of the troops in Juarez, held
the houses. Scores of wounded are on it. from the first.
J
Manager Stanton, of the Elks, has
a conference this morning for more
iii the direction of Athletic hall, but
in the streets.
ful.
I got the machine," continued Diggs.
lying
pgreed to cooperate with the Womthe
for
two
hours regarding
plan
DAY
IN
Both senators were acquainted with than
THE
CONGRESS
The disaster is said to have been and rode around in it all day, calling the sentries from the Highland brig- - an's club in the crusade for cleanlitrain movement, and the
caused by a car loaded with iron pipe
the contents of Huerta's note to the the troop
O'Brien's saloon from time to time, ade drove the crowd back, Men and ness and will exhibit, at the Elks thecabled by course to be pursued in the event of
government
American
into the dynamite car. For a -- That father of yours Is a terror,' women were In'the crowd and their
Senate.
crashing
atre, on Friday and Saturday evenings
an attack from the rebels.
Charge O'Shaughnessy to the state deResumed consideration of tariff bill, radius of 500 feet from the scene ofj0 Bri(,n Ba,j to me
'He's running cries and sobs could be heard on all next a film of pictures on the subject
tone
Rebels
Active.
of the
sides.
partment. Although the
here like a maniac'
taking up sugar schedule with pros- the explosion, not a house was left
of the fly, and his relationship to the
Hermosillo. Sonora, Aug. 19. The
note is scornful In its rejection of
like this that ruin
of disposing of it before adjourn-r.ient- . tact and not a vestige of many of the
"'it's
places
pect
present day conditions iti the city of
the
American suggestions, nothing in it constitutionalists of the state of Sinaof
remained.
Most
FROM
he.
'I'll have you THROWS WIFE
buildings
young men,' said
Santa Fe.
were
construction
of
adobe
related to an ultimatum or a demand lon have begun an active campaign,
Closed
If it takes the last, cent I've
CLIFF INTO OCEAN
Democrats at request of Represen- dwellings
The picture will he run In connecaccording to official statements here tative
for recognition. decided to caucus to- and those nearest to where the car got,
Clayton
films of the
with the regular
tion
in
driven
the
have
senate
the
and
A general disposition
already
stood were uonverted into heaps of
today,
San Francisco, Aug. 19. "What did
j went into hiding. What O'Brien
night on his eligibility of his sucevening which are the nights for runit is
to demand some definite statement Huerta forces from Topolobampo and cessor
which
under
and
me
on
to
of
husband
what
dust,
do
the
asked
lyour
clay
top
Denipenbock
you?"
to the late Senator Johnston,
from the administration was headed have captured Mocorito.
mated scores of victims will be found. j,a(j
scared me. T told O'Brien desk sargeant of Mrs. H. Martin ning the Pathe pictures.
This crusade of the ladies is for the
The advance of the insurgents upon of Alabama.
The persons killed belonged for therd neard my father wss looking for when she Inquired at police headquarby Senators Lodge, Bacon and Stone
House.
to bringing
of endeavoring
purpose
ho had direct information trom tne Sinaloa citv and Culiacan also was
most part to the laboring class.
to
ters
for
how
warrant
a,
jme wtth a policeman, and he said that
today
get
Considered miscellaneous bill.
v hite House.
better conditions here and these picreported. ,
his arrest.
was
true.
inLobby committee continued its
General Obregon announced that he
Senator Penrose had prepared to
"He threw me off the cliff into the tures will tell us why this movement
QUARREL ON TRAIN
"Later I learned from my uncle
,
needed here in our city.
teak again on his resolutions asking would leave Immediately for the front. quiry.
RESULTS IN SHOOTING. that, my father was at home and
ocean," answered the young woman
Adjourned at 12:58 p. m. untl noon
Trevino Summoned.
You can see it pictured out on the
r reports on Mexican conditions and
out
Miss
came
of
calmly.
19.
hiding.
Warrington
Lake
Salt
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MORE
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BEANS
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W NTEF GROCERY CO
40.

INSTITUTE

MILITARY
ROSWELL,
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'TheWestPoint of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
the beautiful Pecoi
feet above sea level,
Vlley.
unxhine every day. Opeo air

Located

-

In

S.700

work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges,
modern In every respect,

I

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POl, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
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COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

,.un. .

w
fiction upon his legislative program,
but he would deserve, and get, much
more credit if he would extend his
line of pressure upon his Democratic
followers in the house and the senate
to the point of making them give some
where near decent and adequate attention to the absolutely necessary
business of the government.
In one extremely important respect
the record of the Democrats from the
time they took charge of the house
in the 62nd congress down to date is
one of scandalous inefficiency and in-- j
The long session of the
competency.
62nd congress met in December,
1911. The fiscal year expired on June
30, 1912, but in those seven months
the Democrats had displayed such in-- i
efficiency and incompetency that they
had not passed the annual appropriation bills absolutely necessary for the
Re-- I
maintenance of the government.
peatedly charged with this gross in-- i
efficiency, the only explanation they
have ever made was that they were
busy making a political record on the
in other
tariff, and other things,
words, their explanation is a confes
sion of guilt of the precise charge.
is
The United States government
the greatest corporation in the world.
Congress is its finance committee. There is not a corporation, partnership, firm or individual doing business
in the world that could exist from one
week's end to another with such scan-- !
(ialous inefficiency in its financial management.
In 1912 it was not until Septem-- I
ber that all the appropriation bills
were passed. On two or three occa-- j
sions it had been necessary to pass
special resolutions continuing the old
YVlJlv-l-

l

II-

-

to

vino

SWASTIKA
CERRILLOS LUMP

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
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ALL
ANTHRACITE COAL,
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& S. F. Railroad Depot.

Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
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LANDS IN JAIL

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
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Pueblo

:TO
$16.35

St. Louis

.

Denver, . . . 21.10
Salt Lake City 1 4U,UU

Chicago.
Detroit .
Buffalo .

.

St. Paul.

New York City 78.85

Col' do Springs
Ogden,

.

.

18.15

51.85

.

.
.
.

.

.

Ann Arbor, Mich., Aug. 19. Three
weeks ago Vernon McCrumb, a grocer
set out to collet $13.75 from Homer
Miller, wealthy business man and owner of a splendid home on Hill street
Jin the exclusive residence section,
McCrumb declared that the wealthy
j
Mr. Miller had owed the $13.75 for
three years, and Mr. McCrumb and his
wife began calling at intervals in an
auto delivery wagon to obtain settle-ment. While Mr. McCrumb would
rap loudly on the front door Mrs. Mc-Crumb would sit in the auto and toot
the horn three times. Then they
would drive away.
Last week they increased the frequency of their visits to one a day.
The Miller front door Temained impassive. The $13.75 was still upaid.
Yesterday Mr. McCrumb notified Mrs.
Miller that thereafter he would call
once an hour.
"For 20 years, if necessary," added
Mr. McCrumb.
An hour later up drove the
Mr. McCrumb rapped while
Mrs. McCrumb tooted and the neighbors snickered. iMrs Miller waited unauto had chugged
til the
around a corner, then she sought Attorney A. J. Sawyers.
"You can't stop his coming by
law," said the lawyer, "Try strategy."
Mrs. Miller put some strategy in a
bucket and hid behind the door. When
the persistent Mr. McCrumb stepped
jauntily up and knocked, to the accompaniment of a tooting auto horn,
he got so much strategy down his
shirt front that it took him the rest
of the day to dry off. He did part
of the drying off in a justice court,

$47.35
51.85
62.85
66.45

J

Sale June 1st to September 30th.
Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
On

1

For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
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FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,1
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.
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efficiency.
Now this special session of the 63d
congress, with the Democrats in control of the house, the senate and the
administration, gives another exhibition of the absolute disregard of the
Democrats for the financial obligation
The
and honor of the government.
Democrats did not pass all their appropriation bills during the regular
session, and two or three of them
have had to be put through at this
special session. Now it has been
found that even in these belated bills
sufficient provision was not made for
some of the humblest of the government employes, who work at the lowest wages. There is no money now to
pay the charwomen who scrub out the
capitol and the offices of members,
and the page boys are still waiting
for the wages they earned last June.
Yet, these Democrats, whose incompetency is thus proved by repeated
evidence, are cheerfully setting them
selves to the business of reforming
the currency and banking systems of
tho United States, and brag that they
know how to control corporations.

85 MAIN.
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out all over my face, red and
large. They festered and camo
to a head. They Itched and
burned and caused ma to
scratch them and make soros.
They said they were seed warts.
At night I was restless from
mien the barber
itching.would Bhavo me my face would
Thon scabs would form
lileod terribly.
:il'trwarris, then they would drop off and
t ie
seed warts would come back
a rain. They were on my face for about
ii:ie months and tlio trouble caused disfigurement while It lasted.
"One day I read In tho paper of the Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I received a free
n:i.nplo of Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
it was so much value to me that 1 bought
a cuke of Cuticura Soap and a box of Cuticura Ointment at the drug store. Iu about
U:n days my face began to heal up. 1 kept
on using Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
in a very short timo after, the scabs dropped
off the rod spots whore they were vanished
also, M y face is now clear of the warts and
not a scar is left." (Signed) LeRoy C.
O'Brien, May 12, 1913.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
60c. are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
Skin Book. Adeach mailed free, with 32-"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
dress post-car- d
Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura SoaD will Dud It best for skin and scalp.

SepSchool will begin Thursday,
tember 2nd, in the city schools. So
decided the board of education at
their meeting last night. And furthermore all the children of school age
in the city are invited to participate in
the coming term. If the invitation to
attend does not brtn t:.em, th truant
officer will, for the board last nigiU
hired John V. Conway as city truant
olfieer, and he will make It his'busi
ness to see that every child of the required age attends school.
Two resignations were received
fiom among the teaching force last t.ight. .Miss Marie Green who wrote
that she had accepted a position in
liirmingliam, Ala., her home city, and
.Miss Etta Moore!
would stay there.
was elected in her place, Miss Green's
,,
resignation beinsr accented with sin-- : dared the three men had paid him to
ctre regrets. Miss Clara Palm, who to take them on the joyride.
for the past two years has been in
charge of the kindergarten work, also AMfDCIIIC
?

j

U SHOULD

THAT

JEF
OUR, GOOD
VALUED
we Keep the.
OME AND

PRICED DOWN

WELL WE DO.
DON'T YOU THINK WE KNOW OUR BUSINESS?
WE KNOW BETTER THAN TO SELL POOR GRADES OF HARDWARE
AT ANY PRICE. IF YOU WANT TO GET THE BEST COME TO US. WE
WANT TO GET THE BEST HARDWARE AND WE WANT TO GET THE
BEST CUSTOMERS, BUT WE DON'T WANT TO GET THE BEST "OF"
CUR CUSTOMERS, BECAUSE THAT ISN'T THE WAY TO KEEP CUSYOUR
FOR
VALUE
TOMERS. WE'LL GIVE YOU THE FULLEST
GOOD HARD EARNED MONEY IN HARDWARE THAT WILL STAND
HARD WEAR

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
--

COMPANY.
PHONE 14.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.

y

"

tendered her resignation, stating that
that she remain
it was imperative
with her mother, this winter, at their

Helena Randall,
a former Santa Fe girl, was selected
for the kindergarten work. Miss Ran
dall is a graduate of the University of
Colorado, and for the past year has
had special training in kindergarten
work and the Montessori method, and
presents especially good recommen
dations for the work she is to do here.
The board decided that the rooms
would not be assigned until next
week, when a special meeting will be
held for that purpose.
It was also decided by the board to
do departmental work this year in the
l!th 7th mid fcth trades. This is the
ir been
'first time this work has
done in the local schools.
The teaching staff as now selected
is as follows:
J. II. Wagner, city superintendent
of schools; George
principal;
Miss Elsie Staley, assistant principal;
Miss Marie Sena, Stella Hutson, Marion Bishop and Mrs. Mary Martin,
members of the high school teaching
force.
Misses Alberta
Grade teachers
Smith, Frances Abbott, Ada Harvey,
Helen Gildersleeve, Nellie Harrison,
Lela Laws, Minnie Laws, Etta Moore
and Helen Randall, kindergarten.
In the. southside
school, Misses
Louisa Sohnepplc and Juanita Sena
ill be the teachers,
The old building, west of the high
school has been redecorated through-cut- ,
and is now in splendid shape.
Tho floors have been refinished and
oiled, and the walls decorated, and it
is said to be a very marked
home in Texas.
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NIGHT

The Andrews grocery store on San
Francisco street was burglarized iast
night, $12 in cash taken from one
cr.sh register, the office thoroughly
ransacked for other valuables, and a
llbe
suuPlv of groceries carried off.
Cne cash register the thief could not
t.ieak open, although he had worked
on it quite a while with a screwdriver, and luckily the burglar was
not a yeggmau, or at least he did not
have his nitroglycerine along for the
big safe was not bothered.
Entrance was obtained from the
l&ck oi me '"ore, uy meaning unuugu
a window and then opening the back
door.
In speaking of the burglary, this
morning, Mrs. Andrews said that in
her opinion the robber was an American. She was unable to give a detailed list of the missing groceries, but
said the clerks kept reporting all
morning that this article or that article was missing or had been tampered with.
Mrs. Andrews says she believes
that an attempt was made to break
into the Andrews residence last night
also, but that the marauders were
frightened away.

j

LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Oood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

IN

desired.

POWER
N

.,

-

DANCE ON CAUE-ITO SAVE LIVES
N

Shenandoah, Pa., Aug. 19. Dropped
feet into the earth while ascending
Locust mountain, John Coogin, a Philadelphia vacation visitor, and his dog,
spent the nigth in tangoing out of
danger as successive slides of earth
threatened to bury them alive.
Coogin's adventure occurred in a
workhole over the old
ings. A hole 10 feet in circumference
and 40 feet deep held him prisoner.
Coogin cried for help, but was unable to make himself heard. Becoming hoarse and exhausted after two
nours, he lay down, with the dog to
await daylight, but hardly got himself
settled when the sides of the breach
started to cave in again, and he was
kept, busy silestepping and dodging
filling debris at different intervals until 0 o'clock in the morning, when he
again cried for help.
r
Peter Becker, watchman at
colliery happened along and
heard him.
Becker notified John
Brown, Alex Maze and Horace and Joseph Scott, A rope was lowered to
Coogin, who first sent his dog up and
was himself pulled to the surface,
when he fell exhausted from the awful
shock. He is uninjured.
10

Koh-in-No-

Neis-winte-

TAKES JOYRIDE
ON ITALEN ENGINE
Williamson,

W. Va., Aug.

19.

Af-

ter taking a party of three friends on
a joy ride in an engine he stole from
the yards of the Xorfolk & Western
batwarrant
and
for assault
getting a
railroad and running at a speed said to
tery.
have
been 100 miles an hour, John
A jury acquitted Mrs Miller. McMeadows, a drunken engineer, came
Crumb is expected to appeal.
to grief yhen another engine sent In
The Millers, several years ago, figpursuit crashed Into his engine and
ured in a number of sensational suits, both
were crashed.
involving W. J. White, the Cleveland
Meadows
out the throttle in
chewing gum king. They are prom- the 20 miles pulled
out of the city,
he
traveled
inent socially in this city.
and it was on the return trip, six miles
east of here, (hat the crash with the
engine taken out by the foreman of
the roundhouse, who had gone In
Woman
Every
search of the joy riders, occurred
Is Interested and should
know about the wonderful Meadows had failed to fire up and he
was returning at rather slow speed,
Marvel
to this fact is due the saving of
uoucne and
his life as well at that of the round
house foreman. Meadows was painfulAskyonrdrunelstfor
ftrnHtSr
ly injured, but disappeared after the
the MARVEL.
and was found later asleep fn
wreck,
no other, but
m7 JSf M
edwJ wM the woods. His companions were notstamp for book.
I
U. t. 23t tt,
long on the return trip. Meadows de-

JSB

1413 E. OnndssM) A vo., Saginaw, Mich.
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Presi
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Washington,
dent Wilson is receiving deserved
credit generally throughout the conn- try for the skill and determination
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ON

RED

OPEN SEPTEMBER

PRESSURE

LEGISLATION.

D. C

9 THIS WEEK

SCHOOLS WILL

MORE IF HE WOULD

LITTLE

PUT

DYER PORK

CREDIT CITY

GETS

WILSON

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

AUTO BANDITS
GET AFTER COWS
Battle Creek, Mich., Aug. 19. "Auto
bandits," of Chicago who used the

gasoline conveyances to move jewelry,
have been outclassed by two enterprising crooks in this city, who use an
auto to steal cows.
One bull is missing from the farm
of Henry Coe, four miles south of here,
and only the tracks made by an auto
across the field and barnyard give the
local authorities any clue.
Another cow on the adjoining farm
of Winton Adams, was found with a
broken leg early Thursday and the
same auto tracks were seen there.
Deputy sheriffs believe that in trying
to load the one owned by Adams, they
accidently broke her leg.

The Man Who Put the
E E s In F E E T
PicLook for This Trade-Mar- k
ture on the Label when buyinjr

ALLEN'S

Who's Who
in This Town?
Who sells the best clothing
the best shoes the finest flowers the best drugs?
Do you know?
Dou you buy to

the best
buy?

ad-

vantage when you
The advertising columns of
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN form a live
WHO'S WHO IN THIS
TOWN.
Merchants who spend money
for advertising are reliable merThey expect to be in
business for years to come.
They know it. pays to keep
faith with the public. They have
confidence in their goods, In
their prices, in their service.
They advertise in THE SAN-

chants.

TA FE NEW MEXICAN because they believe they are
helping you and in helping you
are making a friend.
It pays to advertise and it
pays to read advertisements.
Just run your eye through this
and learn who's
newspaper
who- -

SANTA FE WATER

4 LIGHT CO.

HE

W

ST FARES

EASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
TO

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

F00TEASE

The Antiseptic Powder for Ten- Trade-Marder, Aching Feet. Sold every-where. 25c. Sample FRER. Address,
ALLEN S. OLMSTED. Le Roy. N. Y.

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

N. M., AND RETURN,

I

$12.10.

The

East

Best
Route

or

West

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
& P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
0r EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
L. H GIBSON, T., F.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of
104 DON

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

QASPER ST.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

7.

Day or Night Phone, I JO Mail.

Next Door to Postoff ice.
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Mexico, August 10, 1913.
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land
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A. Avery, who gives Santa Fe, New such service must be either the sal I New Mexico, read at the annual meeting of the State Bar Association
Caily New Mexican Correspondent
saloon
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Raton, is declared to be of intense interest, not only to lawyers, but to the !in restricted localities.
who Has Joined the Big Gold Rush
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They
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Pass.
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although
s
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and as grounds for his contest he
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happiest man alivo toruin their business. At the second ses
back
Whatever your need in the typewriter service line, whether ribbons, carbons,
Mrs. Clara
assessment of property for taxation. sion
day."
of milling 75 tons of ore from
L.
J.
915
to
believe
was
led
would
I
Hackl,
that it
Eighth St., Lincoln, product
397 Maniinspections, adjustments, rentals or operators, the means to supply that
Uarbrakb,
The Judiciary.
111., was recently cured of a bad case the Caribel mine was on exhibit last
la St., Buffalo, N.Y.
be better for the success of the bill
need are bound to be close at hand if your machine is
"Now I have a nice of kidney trouble that started with a Wednesday by K. L. Pratt, president
"The removal of the judiciary from that it should be introduced in the senbaby girl, the joy of lame back, and says: "I am
SMITH PREMIER or REMINGTON.
politics was made the subject of a ate, and it there appeared as senate
MONARCH,
certainly of the company. The Caribel bears
our home." Mrs.
thankful
in
short bill which was introduced at bill Xo. 64, but it was promptly and
a
cure
of
117
No.
getting
my kid every indication of a wonderful proCote,
So. Gate St., Worces- ney trouble by using Foley Kidney ducer. At present a four and a half
each of the two sessions of the legis- effectively attended to by reference to
.Alass.
ter,
Pills." Trv them Yourself Tha ftani. foot vein is being followed, which aslature, by which candidates for judi a committee, the chairman of which
inuvnanneiiiroiiK tai Pharmacy,
cial office, except justices of the peace, has been identified with the sale of
says $151 to the ton for the whole
now."
baby daughter
were forbidden to take part in elec- liquors and who would never called a
v idth of the vein. This Is not thought
Airs. A. A.
ILRS,
(Incorporated)
tion campaigns or to contribute to the meeting of his committee for the conIt will not pay you to waste your tc be the richness of the mine, as
Dewittville, N. Y.,
No attention was sideration of this bill. The purpose
expense thereof.
Itin,e wrtin? out your legal forms very much richer ore has been taken
1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
v
can et th
heuhXV"-MfAt:igiven to this bill In the first session of the bill was to obtain strict and
yu- K.
pn out, and the tendency is to increase
hen
.
a
of the legislature, but in the second complete regulation of the business
n n di a
values as the work of development
'
Ressinn the iudiciarv committee of the by a state central authority, accom- UaUunorejOUi
pany.
progresses.
Questa Gazette.
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Grocery, Bakery and Market.

GO INTO EFFECT

i

AutoIDelivery Every Hour

Auto Delivery Every Hour

!

I

M

AT ONCE

:

THE

WELLS

FARGO

AGER WIRES

PhoneNo.4

j

THE

EFFECTIVE

ARE

DAY'S

NOTICE.

MAN-- j

CORPORATION

THAT

RATES

HEARING

TRAFFIC

THE

COMMISSION

AMrRFWs

ON

NEW
ONE

WILL BE

ARRANGED VERY SOON

Let Us
Repair Your Stoves

The new Wells Fargo express rates
published in this paper yesterday will
be put into effect immediately, on one
day's notice, according to a telegram
from X. K. Lockwood, of San Fran-- .
cisco, traffic manager for the company
received today by the state corporat'on commission. This will mean that
the fruit and express shippers, if they
nud any relief In the new rates will be
pi le to begin shipping immediately
under the new rates to points in
commission's
order
The
designating the new rates will be No.

MOW

-

H

47.

Get them ready for fall use and then

Equally important with thjs
was that made by Mr.
Locluvood in the last part of his message when he says: "Will be gald to
confer with your commission at the
earliest possible date as it is our dewith you."
sire to fully
This means a hearing on the expr
!( ts vattf subject at an early date which
will probably mean permanently low-- i
ered rates on express shipments with-- j
in the state, while the interstate commerce commission will probably see to
it that lower interstate rates go into
effect soon.

you will not be disappointed.

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

Everything In Hardware.
LUDWIU WM.

ILFELD.'

WHOLESALE

W.

AND

H.

WICKHAM

PRESIDENT OF
ROCK ISLAND IS
SANTA FE UISITOR

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sale
ALFaLFA

All kinds

SEED.

The

Agent

For INTERNATIONAL STOCK

of flowers, garden

&

FOOD.

field seeds in bulk and packages

only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

Phone B,ack

45

i

"YOU CAN'T DO A GOOD JOB WITH POOL TOOLS: YOU DON'T

Tre builder's Hardware Stock, of THE RELIABLE HARDWARE
STORE is complete; you can get exactly what you want at any time.
The right selection of tools and materials means that your building
will cost less money to build, and look better. Each tool keen, true
tempered and inspected before It Is placed in stock:
Hammers
$0.50 to $0.75
Locks, bolts, knobs, by sets '

The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home.

H. V. Mudge, president of the Rock
Island system, with headquarters at
Chicago, arrived in the city last evenMr. Mudge did not
ing on horseback.
come from Chicago in this manner,
however, but only rode over from his
summer cottage on the upper i'ecos,
near Cowles. where he had been
spending the past few weeks, lt'a
only 28 miles, hut it seems a great
deal further, according to Mr. Mudge.
The particular reason for Mr. Mudge's
visit was a certain requirement of the
New Mexico corporation laws which
requires corporations doing business
in the state, either to file certified
copies of the articles of incorporation,
if incorporated in some other state, or
to file their articles here if a
corporation. There is a little
piece of the Rock Island in eastern
iNew Mexico running into Tucumcari,
and it for some reason or another is
not. properly registered with the com-- !
mission. However, as a result of Mr.
Mudge's trip, everything will be fixed

STYLE

OF

AND

BOND

FOR

SEWER

Wood-Davi-

s

n

t
Hardware Co. inspect all their goods before selling,
Beacham-Mignardo-

new ad

See
which means reliability.
today.
The Prize Contest At the
of the New-OlSanta Fe prize
committee held last night, it.

meeting

contest

d

was

as-

certained that there are twenty or
more competitors and of these there
are perhaps half a dozen professional
architects.
Miss Hull to Wed Invitations have
been received in this city announcing
the wedding of Miss Sally Cobb Hull,
sister of Mrs. W. II. Pope of this city,
to Phillip Wetner of Atlanta, Ga., on
Wednesday, September 3, at 7:30 p. m.
in the North
Avenue
Presbyterian
church. Miss Hull was the guest of
Mrs. Pope here last summer and has
many friends here. Mr. Weltner is a
prominent attorney of Atlanta.
Hotel Pictures W. G. Sargent, proprietor of the De Vargas hotel has
had a number of enlargements made
of photographs of the hotel, and he
is now having them artistically colored
by the artists in the state engineer's

EMBODIED

AND $10 A MONTH WILL START

YOU IN AS YOUR OWN LANDLORD.

SEE AT ONCE

IN

OF

$6,000

WILL

BE

THE REPORT

TO

SYSTEM

CITY COUNCIL

WILL BE OF GREAT
VALUE

TO SANTA

FE

The committee of five from the city
council and five citizens who were
named to confer with the Btate engineer and report recommendations to
the council, regarding paving and the
proposed new sewer system, met yesAfter a lengthy
terday afternoon.
meeting the committee decided to recommend to the city council the adoption of a form of paving costing $1.70
a square yard, with a concrete base.
This will be used in paving the remainder of the streets around the
plaza and around the capilol grounds.
This paving however, is contingent
upon the paying by the property owners interested of half the cost, which
provision is found in the law passed
by the last session of the legislature.
Regarding the sewer system, the
committee will recommend a bond issue of $6,000, - a relatively small
amount considering the good that will
result. With this bond issue it is contemplated that a main line on Don
Caspar avenue, another on Galisteo
street, can be built, while the north
side sewer known as the De Vargas
hotel system and the present sewer
which empties near the house of
Garcia, can all be connected
with the sewer system to be constructthe
ed for the state buildings and
whole line run at least two miles below town. The last legislature passed
the law authorizing the city to, connect with the state sewer system
which was provided for by appropriate
legislation. It is estimated that the
total cost will be about $15,000 of
which the city's part will be $6,000,
which it is proposed to be raised by
bonds. This however, is up to the
people to decide and the committee appointed Arthur Seligman and Judge R.
H. Ilanna as a committee to handle
the publicity in connection with the
Mar-celin-

NEW STYLISH

T

I

IN SATIN AND WHITE Fl

TO

AFTER

OF UNION
PTOMAINE

i

'

ILLNESS

AN

"The Millin

OF

MISS A. MUG
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Clayton, N. M., Aug. 19. John A.
Pace, a prominent young attorney and
Democratic politician, died here at
6:45 this morning, death resulting
from ptomaine poisoning after an illness of two days.
Mr. Pace was 31 years of age, a
prominent Mason and as an attorney
had a state wide reputation especially
for one of the younger members of the
bar. He has been quite prominent in
political circles, being prominently
n entioned for a place on the Democratic state ticket in 1911. and had
been county chairman of Union couu-- t
for several years. He leaves a wife
and two children. His wife is a daughter of Captain T. S. Snyder, of Union
county, and a sister of Mrs. Sneed,
who figured in a sensational case at
Fort Worth not long ago. The funeral
arrangements nave not been made
yet.

OUTHEAST

C0RNER

;

P

WALL STREET.

New York, N. Y., Aug. 19 Crop
news, the principal market, factor recently was relegated to second place
furtoday and the Mexican situation
material.
nished the chief speculative
Karly reports of the Mexican ulti-- '
niatum were succeeded by more re
assuring advices and the market grew
quieter after the first downward rush.
No substantial
recovery was efand before noon
fected, however,
prices drifted to a still lower level,
i'.! though pressure was not great.
Shares of railroad and industrial corporations with large interests in Mexico bore the brunt of the selling, and
their weakness made short sales elseDISGRACE OR DEATH
where profitable. Smelting broke 3
ALTERNATIVES SAYS GIRL
points, Amelgamated and Union PaNew York, Aug. 19. "I've tried to cific and the list generally from 1 to
get work, but there was no way out 1
except disgrace. 1 want to die. A - Copper stocks were especially afpoor girl can't be good In New York," fected by the possibility of the shutsaid Klizabeth Heath, an
ting off of supplies by the suspension
orphan, as she swallowed poison in of mining in Mexico.
view of a crowd in Stuyvesant park
Rends were irregular.
U.st night. She was rushed to a nearBetter weather news which was rehad
she
said
was
it
by hospital, where
in lower prices for wheat
flected
a chance for life.
failed to ruffle the stock market,
hich continued in a state of inacC. & S. TRAIN HITS
seemed to have
LANDSLIDE TRAMP KILLED. tion. The. buying
but bears were
disappeared,
wholly
Denver, Colo., Aug. 1!). Colorado
out stock,
in
cautious
as
putting
jiist
and Southern train No. 73, due in Dena virtual deadlock.
ver at 8: HO this morning, struck a causing
The market closed steady. Nervousrock slide in Platte canon, between
South Platte and Strouita Springs. ness among the shorts caused a betand ter inquiry for stocks and prices imwas derailed
The locomotive
in Reading
plunged down an embankment into the proved slightly. Losses
Platte river. An unidentified man, and Steel were reduced to small fracsupposed to have been a tramp was tions and some other favorites also
drowned.
Engineer Whitney and rtade up about half of the day's
Fireman Shady were injured.
and-cor-

FOR WOMEN ONLY

Do You Feel

This Way?

bond issue election.
All the above recommendations will
be made to the city council at its
meeting tomorrow evening.

L

Backache or Headache
Dragging Down Sensation
Nervous Drains
Tenderness Low Down.

is because of some derangement or disease
distinctly feminine. Write Dr. R. V. Pierce's
Faculty at Invalids' Motel, Buffalo, N.Y.
Consultation is free and advice is strictly in
confidence.

It

FRIEND OF THE

"FRIENDLESS IS
IN SANTA FE

Dr. Pierce's

"Favorite "Prescription

restores the health and spirits and removes those
painful symptoms mentioned above. It has been
sold by druggists for over 40 years, in fluid form,
at $1.00 per pottle, giving general satisfaction. It can

now be had in tablet form, as modified by R.V. Pierce, M.D.

Fred-euhage-

Sold by MetSSolste Dealers or trial box ,
mail! oa reaefistt of BOo 1st stamps,
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Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN AND
ALWAYS

Panama-Californi-

j

'

ANNO UNGEMENT
EXTRAORDINARY

f

LARGE LOBBY
AND

1
ftf

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine

the City
the
1 Ample
facilities forlaree
Best in

ana small Danquets.

j

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath, $2.25 Up.

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

It is not necessary to tell the WISE ones, that are
right now " harvesting," of the
blows that are being used to wake up some of
the real assets that we have here.
will not
Such an opportunity as we offer you y
be had again. Prices we ask you will be five
times as high in the very near future.
Now is the opportune time. If you ever have ambition to be a KING and own your own home
we urge you to take advantage of this sale. We
urge those contemplating to build to adopt the
New Old Santa Fe plan.
These lots are rolling and well drained.
sledge-hamm- er

to-da-

BIG REAL ESTATE SALE

ot

DOWN

ISSUE

-

ATTORNEY

SUCCUMBS

POISONING
TWO

SELECTED

was located, and he showed it to them
from the rear windows of the club OFFICE OF BOARD
OF EXPOSIhouse. Thanking him they left, preTION MANAGERS.
of
sumably for a close inspection
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 16, 1913.
said
armory.
To Whom It May Concern:
ico, has written the state insurance
commissioner that they have recently
The architects of New Mexico are
LIGHT SHOWERS FALL, BUT
Invited to submit wash drawpurchased $10,000 worth of the Dona
MIDDLE WEST STILL SUFFERS cordially
Ana county road and bridge bonds.
ings and plans to this board for the
to be erected at
Kansas City, Aug. 19. A few more New Mexico building
a
exposition,
BRISTOW'S SUGAR
light showers fell at scattered points the
AMENDMENT DEFEATED. in Missouri and Kansas last night, San Diego, 1915. The style of archibut according to reports to the wea- tecture to conform as near as may be
New Mexican,
19.
The ther bureau here 'and at Topeka, tj the old Spanish,
Washington, D. C, Aug.
f;rlstow amendment for a graduated drought conditions in southeast Kan- Missions of the seventeenth century.
within
reduction of the duty on sugar to 1.26 sas in the vicinity of St. Joseph, andn All plans must be submitted
bette-thaSo
days. The architect submitting
a hundred pounds, was defeated 39 to in the Wichita district are little
before the first showers which plans which are acepted by the board
"4, Senators Ransdell and Boynton, of
Rains served to to supervise construction. No considLouisiana voting with the Republi-- fell last Saturday.
modify the temperature, but wate eration will be paid for plans not accans for the amendment.
for vegetation and live stock cepted. Correspondence or interviews
Democrats were jubilant over hold- supply
remains a serious problem in the grea- may be had with the undersigned
ing their majority unimpaired in the ter part of Kansas, northern Oklahoma
upon request.
crucial tests. Determined to press the and western Missouri.
R. E. TWITCHELL,
to
moved
the
auti
free
sugars
light,
Wichita today reported the temperChairman.
for
free
out
the
strike
sugar ature about 10 degrees below the blisprovision
MANUEL U. VIGIL, Secretary.
afte three years. An amendment to tering heat of last week, but actui'
that effect was offered by Senator damage from drought rapidly
New Mexican Want Ads always
Norris, of Nebraska,
bring results. Try it.

were too high?
One MASTER opportunity is now offered you in the
Don Diego addition. These are the most desirable lots on the South Side. Four blocks from
the Capitol.
boulevard. Alleys for every lot.
Sixty-foUnsurpassed landscape views.
Six hundred feet of large water mains have recently
been completed.
Reached either from Cerrillos Street or Galisteo
and Buena Vista Avenue.
PAYMENT

PAVING

YOUNG

COUNTY
,

THE

19,

They are Swell, at
PROMINENT

COMMITTEE

DIED THIS

MORNING AT CLAYTON

ARE DISCUSSED BY

To work for the friendless for
those "strangers in a strange land"
who know not where to lay their head
office. They will then be framed and or
grasp a welcome hand that is the
will be distributed along the line of mission of the Rev. Edward A.
the Santa Fe and in other places
who is in the city.
where they might attract patronage to
has become the general superHe
the hotel and incidentally help the intendent of a movement which is orcity indirectly.
ganized in twelve states and which
Any kind of nursing bottle you want bas lines out in five more. The title
up satisfactorily.
nipples of all styles, brushes, baby of his association is "The Society for
foods, talcum powders and the most the Friendless" and he has just seto lected A. E. P. Robinson of this city
Water Application Filed.
careful prescription department
Water application No. 79:) has been help baby when ill. Zook's.
to be superintendent for New Mexico
filed in the state engineer's office by
Want to Locate Armory YesThe purposes of the society are the
Japs
I
A. Stephens of Tularosa, who asks
terday two Japs, strangers in the "prevention and cure of crime, the
for the diversion of two cubic feet a city, entered the Elks club house and reclamation and restoration of the
second of the flood waters In Twp. 15 asked Steward Frank Sturges if this criminal and the relief of the friendsouth, range 1ft east, for the irrigation building (meaning the club house) was less and distressed. Other objects
of SO acres.
the armory. He replied that ft was are prison reform, prison evangelism
not. They then asked him where it and prisoners aid.

Are you ambitious to own your own home?
Have you been waiting because you thought lots

A SMALL

& SEWERS JOHN A. PACE

Buys Local Bonds.
Mechanics InsurThe Milwaukee
ance company which has applied for
admission into the Btate of New Mex-

HAVE TO

10 to
.85
of 6
$0.35 to $1.00
Bits
75 to 1.25
Draw Knives
Planes, Wrenches, Braces,
90 to 2.25
Saws
Hinges, Etc., etc.
Their advice In the matter of practical ideas will be gladly given
without obligation to you."
Don't forget to call on me, and investigate the goods behind this
ad., at

NUFF SAID. GNAGEY A ERVIEN.
Council Tomorrow The city council will meet in special session tomor
"
row night at the court house.
Altar Guild The Altar Guild will
meet at p. in. tomorrow, Wednesday,
ut the home of Mrs. R. J. Palen.
You will find many good smokes in
our cigar cabe. No trouble to select
the particular size, shape and shade
you like. Zook's.
KOrxi)- An auto hub cap. Owner
can have same by calling at New Mexican and paying for this advertisement.
Santa Fe
Meets
Tonight The
Chamber of Commerce will meet at
S o'clock tonight.
A notice telling of
the meeting is printed elsewhere.
Trade at the Modern Market. Our
meats, prices and service are right.
Frank Mourer, proprietor.
Eight More Days With eight more
good working days, the plaza improvements will he finished, accordMuch of
ing to Contractor llayden.
the cement walk has been laid.
You're Too Fresh can't be applied
But
to butter. It can't be too fresh.
the Modern Grocery has it just right
and take a slant at the prices TOO.
Four different brands. See new ad today.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
BE SURE.
Know Their Business That's the
people to do business with and you'll
come out on the long end of the horn.
Quality and price both count, and the
Hardware company make
a specialty of both. See new ad.
Mrs. E.
Undergoes Operation
Leonard, wife of the dentist, underwent a surgical operation last
night. It was performed by a local
surgeon at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
Mrs. Leonard is reported to be doing
well.
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
Almond Cream is fine for sunburn and
windburn. Take a bottle with you on
your vacation.
A Poor Job is the result of unreliable tools. Buy tools that are inspected before being placed in stock. The
1

Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The. bett money
will buy, try it. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or' girl' under 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy, gst your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR.

Phone

LOCAL ITEMS. PAVING
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DON
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ADDITION, FOUR BLOCKS

Sale Starts Safy Morning

FROM

at

10

DISCOUNT FOR CASH

CARL A BISHOP or W.

IN.

CAPITOL

O'clock

T0WNSEND

OFFICE OF OiC. WATSON & CO.
Telephone 189 J.
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BANK

TRUST CO.

I

DR. BROWN OF WATROUS

HMIIMII

L

,

N. B. LAl'GHLIN,

President.

J.

jw.

B. LAMY,

BOOST FOR SANTA

ON

PROPOSITION

!

DAY,

l

EVERYBODY TO
FE

E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

TO

WORKING

SEPTEMBER

MAKE

ADOLF

HATS

HARD

10,

FOR

DAY

WORK ON THE

SANTA

MANY

TRAIL.

PROBLEMS

CUSSION,
OF

A

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

COME UP FOR DIS

INCLUDING

PERMANENT

DRY

GOODS

CO.

ON TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES

125 Palace Ave

SELECTION

SELIG1N

Special Prices This Week

At Less Than Cost

WEDNES-

THE

Ready Trimmedir!

rr at mtvuo
IL nl MLLIIIIU
TO-NIG-

milllllllll

Your Patronage Solicited

I

ON

THE SANTA FE TRAIL

Does a General Banking Business.
imilllll

DAY

We Will Save You Money.

Call and See Us.
week's trip to the
evening from
-.lemez forest, ami will leave tomorrow
SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
PHONE 180
for his headquarters at Cowles, N. .M. jjZIO
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
.M. S. tiroves,
1 1
member of the state
corporal ion commission, returned yes-- j
BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
terday afternoon from Caiiisbad. where
he had been for the past week, His
INSl'RE WITH IIAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
son, Douglas, came as far as
Cheap, if taken at once.
with him enronte to Herke-ley- ,
It's too late to (jet Arub Fria Street Bargain.
Calif., where he will enter the
RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms-be- st
WE SOLD IT " PRONTO," BUT
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.
'nivei'sity of California.
Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next 10
Letters received today indicate thai
days
.lohn W. Uoberls, for some time "exAdobe House of five or six rooms, no bath, on
Eight-roolarge lot
0 Wol
Bungalow. Completely furnished.
One of the most interesting matters ecutive clerk" al the capitol here, later
fronting (ialisteo Street. About a dozen bearing
Best of location.
$60.00 per month
to
and
secretary
Congressman
th"
C""le
8
"eMon
Curry
"f
,,p
b?
fruit trees, chicken yard, etc.
splend-l'Everything is coming , along
Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.
. , ,
..
secretary. Several names have been still later holder of a consular clerkI,,,,
', ,t ,u
SNAP
CASH
PRICE FOR QUICK SALE!
in
is
in
due
Santa
Fe
Chihuahua,
in
mentioned
ship
connection
with
this ap
Icess. I wish you would help us boost
in a few days. Air. Roberts Is now
favorite
but
the
candidate
ipomtment,
ia
it.
to divide the terri
The plan
seems to be tleorge If. Van Stone, for- with a firm in Fl Paso. A Juarez patory into districts and plan .the work
of Santa F'e, and well knowr. per gives an account of "Lord" HubRooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank
jmerly
Building Santa Fe. r M.
thoroughly in advance. The work beerts figuring in a bull fight. The ar(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
tween Santa Fe and Las Vegas to be throughout the state.
IF I T'SRAf EST aTeHAY W A R D HAS
::::
A regular program
ar- ticle has been handed to the Spanish
has been
done by the Santa.
Vegas conINSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
editor for translation.
so
the
that
ranged
meeting
tonight:
by
jtingent. helped
everybody along
lls Clara Marty, who had been the
the line as, for instance, Lamy, Pecos, will cover a lot of ground. There win'
Phone, 189 J.
be discussions of the trunk sewer to attest of Miss Harrison
for some
Howe, Kibera, Valley Ranch, etc.
The committee from Santa Fe t,, Ue built under the capilol; the paving weeks, and who was very popular
119 San Francisco St.,
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
have charge of the work, say, as farof streets, and other improvements janla Fe society, left this mornln
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there for the guidance of the Lamy
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trout
Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
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Cutting..

Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Olddlngs.

AUGUST 19, 1913.

r Booklet
THE VALLEY RANCH,

" All of Today'o Nowo Today

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
...
Bonds and Securities
United States Bonds ..
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
Cash on Hand and in Banks
LIABILITIES.

150,000.00
92,025.37
39,500.00
877,405.10

Capital Stock
Surplus and Profits.
Circulation ,,
Deposits . . ,

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MfcAiu.

:

88,727.75
70,000.00
45,000.00
289,283.30
$1,158,930.47

Free on Request

:

.$ 665,919.42
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rien and two women of Newport's
fast and fashionable set were in bathing, some miscreant stole their clothing and valuables which had been left
in the bath house. That seems almost
iiicredible so far as the clothes are
concerned, for the apparel of women
in the fast set is popularly supposed
to consist of three layers of transparency, and sometimes only two, and
therefore of not much use to cover
the person of an ordinary woman.
But perhaps what the clothing

lEcked in volume it made up in value.
Silver City Enterprise.
The Reason.
The enormous outflow of American
citzens and American money to the
cheap and fertile lands of Western
Canada is one of the Important factors that has been strangely overthe business
looked in diagnosing
r,t agnation in American real estate in
the past two years. The loss of a
couple of million American families,
carrying with them the price of that
many American farms, is in itself
enough to account for a very widespread curtailing of trade Deming
Headlight.

We are meeting with things these
days that even the famed story teller
with all those
ot childhood hours,
of,
fanciful details, never dreamed
and the old lady was some dreamer at
thar. The first thing we know ws will
te giving an exemplification of that
little tale about Old Mother Hubbard
who went to the cupboard and, like
her we will find not even a bone, because there will not he anything that
even suggests meat about the who'e
premises.
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ver Exriress looked them un. White
bead went to the jail blotter, which is
kept, as in all jails, by a turnkey, or
somebody who makes some sort of a
lecord of what becomes of all prisoners brought in. This record Whitehead took for his misleading
pamphlet attack.
But the Kxpress editors went to the
official records,
the court minutes
kept by the clerk, and they found an
altogether different story about these
60 cases, or thereabouts,
in which
Judge Lindsey was charged with makHere is
ing but sixteen convictions.
the official court record:
Fifteen cases dismissed outright by
,ow as

10

i

Two skipped bond.
Two charges were changed to assault and battery.
There were cases among those
placed on probation where parents of
toth boys and girls asked that prose
cutions be dropped. In a number of
instances, youths and young men married the girls whose names appeared
in the charges against them. Then
again, there were boys arraigned who
were too young to prosecute for any
serious offense.
To the mind of most readers the
publication of the official court records
should have smashed the whole move-- n
ent. But the "Beast" never says die
when there's a chance. "Make it stick,
anyway," said Lindsey's enemies and
I1'
you go to Denver today you will
find traction
political
employes,
henchmen of special privilege, petty
toliticians, made and female, pointing
to the misleading jail records which
Shrit
"White
privilege's
special
Front" dug up.
In this attack, as in others, the
"Beast" with characteristic bravery,
sprang at Lindsey when his back was
turned. At the moment when the
charges were published, the judge was
in a hospital at Battle Creek, Mich.,
hovering between life and death from
Also he was crippled
an operation.
Nine campaigns against
financially.
the "Beast" in 12 years doesn't spell
"bank acount." It spells "debts."
And Judge Lindsey was still paying
debts when he went to Battle Creek
for his operation. Now he has more
Cebts.
Can he afford another fight?
The "Beast" thinks not. So the order is, "Make the jail records stick
and we'll supply the dough to beat
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recalled, special privilege everywhere
will be strengthened.
But his overthrow will be a blow to
every juvenile court in America.
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It will be a blow to every honest,
vnbought official. It will be a stun24
ning blow to the progressive and com- Telephone 194 W., Room
mon people of this nation.
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will contribute their mite in this fight
Three confessed to the district atagainst the soiled millions of the cowTRY A DOZEN AND YOU
torney with the understanding they
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An Empty Jail.
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how many counties in Enterprise.A
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Touching Story.
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Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
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far
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Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conGrocer's Name
and gives special attention to case
to Clovis.
A truthful statement of a Santa Fe
then across on the cut-of- f
nect with No. 3 westbound and
the State Supreme Court
thence down the Pecos valley to Ros- citizen, given in his own words, before
No. 10 eastbound.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M
well and Carlsbad. Mr. Ely expressed should convince the most skeptical
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extreme gratification at the attitude about the merits of Doan's Kidney
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
. Chat. H. Eaeley
m.
of the Agricultural college toward the Pills. If you suffer from backache, Chas, F. Easley,
EASLEY & EA'iLEY,
state fair, who are going to use the nervousness, sleeplessness, urinary
No. 3 carries passengers to Albustate fair as a means of reaching the disorders or any form of kidney ills,
Attorneynt aw.
querque, locally, and to Pacific
and sun
Practice In the Courts and defert
I
as many coffee drinkers do from indiges- people and establishing more intimate use a tested kidney medicine,
Coast
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relations with them.
A Santa Fe citizen tells of Doan's Land Department.
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Fe 3:30 p. m. to con.
Leave
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Land
and
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granta
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Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
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for
Call
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Remember the
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BASEBALL

TWENTY ROUND

Standing of the Clubs.
National

REULBACH STACK TRADE A GOOD THING FOR THE

Club
Xe York

TENNIS BRIGADE IS

Philadelphia
inn im

ORDERED OUT
BIG MANEUVERS PLANNED BY GENE-

Once uu important cog in the "Cub
machine," in the days of Chance,
Kline. Brokn. Sheckard. Tinker and
the others of that merry crew of pen-- j
mint winners,, Kd Heulbach is now
with Brooklyn.
And Stack who did not pitch well
enough for Chicago or Philadelphia to
keep, not to impress upon Charley
Ebbetts the fact that he was a star.
Is wearing a Chicago uniform.
Heulbach did not win for the Cubs
this year; he felt that he could not
give the chib his best efforts and this
feeling so affected him that he was
valueless in the box. And yet he
seemed to have the same old curveb
.
and speed.

RAL

MARCH

FOR

STATURDAY

AFTERNOON TIME 1:30 TO 7 P.M;
PLACE;

49
46
43
42

American
.

......

'Cleveland
(Washington
Chicago
P iston

General March has ordered out the

.37--

71

.373

51
53

Brooklyn
iBoston
Cincinnati
St. Louis

Philadelphia

SANTA FE COURT.

72

40

.57

Club

(!1

(14
H

'Pittsburg

'

Pet.
.700
.616
.545
.518
.458
.430

77

vll.H,.--

PLAYERS AND CLUBS INVOLVED.

League.
Won Lost

58

League.
Won Lost

Pet.

...62

45
49

.658
.605
.559

...61

5

.520

53

56

73
69

3S

.

4SG

,430
.3S1
.355

fi."
40
;l)etroit
tennis brigade.
73
45
St. Louis
That is the word which has gone !aw York
69
38
avenue
to
forth, front Washington
Lincoln, and all around the Santa Fe
American Association.

IS

TO

BOUT

BE STAGED

LAS VEGAS WANTS TO SEE IF
M'DONALD
BOUTS

1913.

19,

SHOULD

GOVERNOR

IT WHEN

HE

SAID

BE LIMITED

TO

TEN

MEANT

HAS NOT GIVEN

0R

ANY ORDERS ABOUT

COMING

BOUT.

$

East Las Vegas, N. M Aug. 19. A
test of the police power of the governor of this state will be made tonight
in the. attempted staging of a twenty
round boxing contest. Since the stopping of the
fight there
have been none in New Mexico of
more than ten rounds,
law but at
There is no
that time the governor announced ten
rounds would be the limit under penalty of police interference basing his
claim on the general police power given him in the constitution.
Tonight's contestants are Stanley
Yoakam of Dallas, and Battling Kelly
of Deliver.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the mount
ed police stated this afternoon that
Governor McDonald had not given him
any orders regarding the Yoakum-Kellfight, that he was not going over
and so far as he knew no member of
the mounted police would be present.
Governor McDonald is at his ranch
near Carrizozo and could not be
reached.
Klynn-Jolinso-

THE VfSIGRAPH TYPEWRITER
The Vislgraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
developments of the Typewriter art
Best in the world. It has
' 84 characters with a single
shift, light action and un-

n

limited speed; Interchangeable carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and column stops. Absolute
visibility and handiness of manipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.

anti-boxin-

club house, verandas and lawns.
Club
'on Lost Pet.
General March Is chairman of the
.594
73
50
to
athletic committee and he wants
.561
54
69
find out just what is the numerical
54
.554
.67
strength of the racket cohorts.
55
.553
M'
.68
To put the local club on a "war"
.455
56
67
footing, so that its athletes will com.44.1
68
54
of
those
other
with
pare, favorably
.413
.53
69
iSt. Paul
cities, is the dream of the new chair. 372
45
76
man.
"On Saturday," he said this morn
Western League.
ing, "there will ue a tournament in
Club
Won Lost Pet.
which every clubman who is willing to 'i)enVe
76
.639
43
hold a racket may participate.
Only ,I)es Moines
.576
50
f8
club men will play Saturday for it is (Lincoln
62
56
.525
desired to find out their accomplish- - St. Joseph
.504
60
59
Iments and allow every member to par-- j Omaha
63
58
.479 TENNIS MATCHES
CONTINUED TODAY
t.8
.453
64
ticipate in the joys of pure science.
Topelui
"I have figured out there are a doz- Sioux City
52
.441
66
en clubmen who have been playing Wichita
Newport, R, I., Aug. 19. At the re48
.383
74
sumption of the elimination matches
tennis and every one of these is herein the tournament for the national
by urgently invited to show up Satur- tennis championship today, Clarence
day afternoon. Their names: Rolls.
U. Griffin decided that in view of the
Wilson, Oakley ,Espe, Moulton, Gov
National League.
strenuous doubles match tomorrow, a
Otero, Judge Collins, Wright, James
match with Dean Mathey today would
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Seligman and Arthur Seligman. That's
he too much of an exertion, so he deten. Then there is a newspaper man
Pittsburgh at New York.
faulted. His team mate, John P.
St. Louis at. Brooklyn.
and myself.
Strachan, arrived at the opposite deCincinnati at Boston, two games.
After Massie and Hughes.
cision and his victory over A. E. Ken
"But I wish to see even more than
wab
nedy in straight sets,
twelve on the firing line. Let us hope
American League.
the first match to be recorded in the
that Dr. Massie and Levi A. Hughe!
Boston at Chicago.
day's play. The fierce smashing of
will turn out, too, and join our can-- !
New York at St, Louis.
Strachan decided the contest.
vas clad brigade.
Philadelphia at Detroit.
"I do not think of any others Juki
Washington at Cleveland.
at this time, but if you or any other
FATHER AND HIS TWO
member of the club do, please add the
DAUGHTERS DROWN.
American Association.
name to the list which will be posttd
Indianapolis at Toledo.
on the club's bulletin board today.
Stockdale, Hexas, Aug. J9. Aliie
Minneapolis at Milwaukee.
"Therefore, make it plain in tin5
Columbus at Louisville, two games. IJurris, 17 years old, and her sister,
sporting columns of the New MexiAnnie, 15, leaped into the river near
St. Paul at Kansas City.
can that Saturday afternoon is to be
1 ere
today to save their father, who
Santa Fe Club Tennis Day with Racket
to rescue Arthur
.as endeavoring
king."
and
their
Jackson
lives. Burris
lost
"When does this great match bewas rescued by a pasesrby.
the
asked
Leaaue.
National
spurting
reporter.
gin,"
"At 1:30 p. m. certainly not later,"
CITIZENS AND SOLDIERS CLASH.
replied the general. "It will keep up
At Boston (first game)
all afternoon, each player having a Cincinnati
4 S 4
Honolulu, Aug. 19. As the result of
2 5 1
chance to show his skill near the net. Boston
Of course the game will be stopped by
Johnson and Kling; Rudolph, Dick- - several clashes between citizens and
soldiers on leave, in one of which a
"
to son and Hariden.
8 o'clock to allow the club men
hack driver was killed, GenJapanese
on
sack
for
that
suit
to
home
"SMOKE" STACK AND ED REULBACH.
go
put
eral Funston today ordered that post
the Paul Wunschmann
reception,
At Boston (Second game)
commanders classify all enlisted men
dance and social."
2 7 0
Cincinnati
to the records of their
The general is busy today "maneuv- Boston
0 1 0 according
GRIFFITH LANDS A STAR.
panics of a double header for Petersand
and
Washington, Aug. 39. Capital bugs burg against Richmond. Hedgepth al- ering" to get various yards of chicken
Suggs
Clarke; Tyler
wire to sandwich the tennis court.
are anxious today to get a glimpse of lowed but one hit in the
eighteen inSubscribe for the Santa
New
Too.
mammoth
a
Benches,
right
Harry Hedgepeth,
and in the first game made the
Mexican, the paper that boosts ali.
two
It is said that by Saturday
hander recently purchased by Clark nings,
New
At
York
team.
bis
won
for
the time and works for the upbuild
Griffith for delivery at the close of hit that
wooden benches will be in readiness Pittsburg
(
8 14
,
The second game was a
the Virginia league season, and who
for the tennis enthusiasts who will he New York
3 10 ; Ins of our new Statv
contest, llcdgepef's second game the audience.
Adams and Gibson; Fromme, Cran
yesterday hung up what is believed
Dr. Hulls slated today that he is dall, Scliupp and McLean,
to be a new record. Pitching both: of this character in tvo weeks.
Hartley.
a
keen to se;' (he racket fiends move
out to the court cvory afternoon this
At Brooklyn
I
week so that their handicaps in a St. Louis
5 9 2
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
tournament may be asceriained.
2 7 2
Brooklyn
Perritt, Bailee and Wingo; Retii working for you, for Saata Fe and
the new state.
bach, Hagan and Miller, Fischer.

Ash for Cata'oque or Agents Terms
THE SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE

Distributors for New Mexico,
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Where They Play Today

i La Salle Hotel
i
1 CHARLEY GANN,Prop'r
European Plan,
Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connecij
tion. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.
m

jf

I

j

RATES: 50c and 75c PER
241 San Francisco Street.

DAY.

Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
g
mmm&mmummm mmmmm mi

j
j

The old trick of masking waivers
upon a player bad, in the hope
of
of bringing him to a realization
his failure, was resorted to in vain.
Then Reulbach was traded for Stack
and right away both showed a reversal of form, and pitched splendid ball.
Stack broke in as a Cub with a
two-hi- t
Murphy
game which made
grin and probably caused Ebbetts to
gnash his teeth; it is easy to imagine the feelings of each. Then Heul
bach came along with a three hit vie- tory for Brooklyn and the smile and
frown changed habitation.
two
Two magnates feel satisfied,

managers realize their pitching departments are strenthened and two
pitchers are effective where they were

useless, so everyone is happy.
The answer seems to be that a little,
change once in a while is a good thing
for the best of men.
REHG GOES TO RED SOX.
Indianapolis, Aug. 19. Walter Rehg,
left fielder of the St. Paul American
Association team here aow, today was
traded to the Boston American league
club. Manager Friel of the St. Paul
club said that he was to get $10,000
worth of players for Hehg, but he re-- j
fused to give the names of the men.
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Today's Games.

"GILT EDGE" the only Iodic' shoe dressini; that
positively coiitftitiB Oil. Blacks ami 1'olinht- ladies'
and children's hoots and Klines, shines without
l,
aac. "FRENCH GLOSS." Hie.
"DANDY" r ennhination for cleaning and polishing
all kinds of russet or tan shoes. 25c. "STAR" size, 10c.
'
"QUICK WHITE" (in liquid form with sponpc) quickly cleans and whitens dirty canvas shoes. Inc. & uric.
"AlBO" cleans and whitens BUCK. Nl'BllfK.
In round white cakes
SUEDE, and CANVAS SHOES.
piickedtn zinc boxes, with B))oiic, lllc. Jn handsome, large aluminum boxes, with spouse, 25c.
U rmirft'Hlt-does not ketn t lie kind
want, send us
III,
in otHiiipsfnr riilf (Oze pHrkioii!. charges rani.
WHtTTEMORE BROS. A CO.,
20-2- 6

The.

Albany

Streat,

Cambridge,

Maes,

OUest and Mrxest Manufacturers of
Shoe Poliihrs in the World.

DENVER DOES NOT NEED FUNDS.

no-ru- n

For quick results,
little "WANT."

POSTED
THE

WOMAN"

WORLD

PICKS

GIANTS

PLAYER AT BEST
AT PAST 30VEARS

SERIES.

"It Will Be Hardest Fought Series In
History of Sport It Will Break the
Tie Between McGraw and Mack, and
Series Will Go to Sixth Game Before Giants Win. I Wouldn't Miss
It for a Small Fortune," Says World
Famous Fannette.

(Miss Emma Carus, the famous
musical comedy star, and "Baseball's Best Posted Woman," who is
ote of the country's very best little
fannettes of fannies, gives some excellent arguments why the New York
Giants should defeat the Atnletics for
this fall.
the world's championship
Miss Carus has long been a student
ci the game, and recently umpired an
entire game between two
teams to the entire satisfaction
of both. She has never missed a
vorld's series since 1905, and during
her long runs in New York has closely followed the work ot McGraw's
men.)
(By Miss Emma Carus.)
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 19. Acthe
cording to present indications,
New York Giants and the Philadelphia
Athletics will clash or the third time
this fall in the annual world's series.
I am picking the Giants to win. I believe that McGraw will be able to repeat the crushing defeat he administered to Connie .Alack back in 1905, i
'am picking the Giants solely on their
EMMA CARUS, WORLD FAMOUS FANNETTE
ritching staff.
wiUi-be
will
fall
Connie Mack this
strain of a world's series, and is another pitcher who has been
out the services of the Man. Who, in in a short number or games, say year than ever, Uoth he and
the opinion of experts, Is the best big seven, he cannot depend upon the batare rounding into shape and
series pitcher in the American league ting of his team to carry it to the v. ill be at the zenith of their pitching
Jack Coombs, the Main collegian front. It is baseball history that the power in October. Demaree, another
vho won three straight from the Cubs' tatting of big stars has had but lit- crack twlrler, will be available, to say
when the Athletics and Chance's men tle' effect in world's series of the past. nothing of the old reliables, Wiltse
clashed a few years ago; who broke
McGraw will still have Mathewson, and Crandall.
the hearts of the Giants two years ago vho is going along as effectively as Behind the bat McGraw, with
them in 11 innings after be' did eight years ago. Matty shines Meyers, has a big advantage. In the
ty defeating his
memorable home run vheu the going is hard and the infield the Athletics are In the lead,
Baker made
at the Polo grounds, and who later in oiowds large and aggressive. His bad but McGraw has a great bunch of
now that Shafer has been
the series suffered an injury from luck of last year will, in all probawhich he has never fully recovered.
In the outfield the
bility, turn this season, for bad luck made a regular.
This point alone spells the doom of in baseball, is like lightning; it sel- Giants are far ahead, both in batting,
the Athletics. Slack has Bender and dom strikes twice in the same place.. running and fielding.
I look to see the series go into the
Plank in his veteran corps, but Plank Marquard, erratic and temperamental,
can never be depended upon for showed to grand advantage under the sixth, game before the Giants win the
more than one world's series game, strain last year, winning all his games four necessary battles. It will be the
and Bender Is not as good as he wa3 against the Boston Red Sox, and I be- hardest fought series ever known fn
two years ago. He has gone the way lieve he will hold the Athletic batters the history of the sport, as McGraw
are and Mack have clashed twice before,
o' the usual Indian who has been suc- helpless this year. Mack's men leftbreaking even, and this time it will be
cessful before the public. With the never any too strong against a
rubber between them. I Would 'not
Mack
two
has
Tesreau
of
men,
Marquard's
hander
ability.
these
of
exception
miss it for a small fortune!
will
and
this
be
the
fire
better
the
has
whothrough
beenthrough
ro
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Denver, Aug. 19. The Denver Clearing House association today decided
not to participate in the proposed
for
government loan of $50,000,000
moving crops. The action of the
clearing house does not. debar banks
from participating in the loan

ago
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UNCLE SAM
RECOGNIZES
ANYBODY
2. 8 ' IF
Philadelphia
IS. Bill
Dineen
N'ew York, Aug.
Pierce and Archer; Seaton and Kill!
was discussing Nap Laiioe and the
fsr.
Frenchman's remarkably good work
MEXICO, HERE'S THE MAN.
this season despite the advancing
"
American
League.
years when he made a statement that
a baseball player should be at his best
At Clevelan- dwhen he is past 30.
Washington
l
'
rlfinlorert Ptill "tlie linhtin
"TTaii1.lv
1
Cleveland
thinks any player brought up from
(Tied end of ninth inning).
the minors is a youngster, but such
is not always the case. Many a man
New York-St- .
Louis game postpou
who has made good in the big leagues
rain.
ed;
has been in bushes for season after
to
season before he had a chance
'
American Association.
break Into big league baseball. And
even had he got in sooner many a one
At Louisville
of these
'youngsters' could Columbus
6 9 1
not have made good. He develops
.
Louisville
4 2
0
his ability in the minors, and don't
Cole and Smith; Northrup, Powell
think minor league experience Isn't
Just as valuable in its way as that and Severoid.
gained in the big leagues.
At Milwaukee
Xow, Nap Lajoie always takes care
1
,3
of himself, and that's why he's such Minneapolis
o 4 2
a star now after seventeen years in Milwaukee
Fiene and Smith; Slapnicks and
But any player
big league baseball,
who looks after his phsical condition Hughes.
should do bis best work after he has
of
Yesterday's Games.
passed 30, excepting' pitchers,
course, for ten or twelve years' wear
Reports of games received too latg
and tear on the arm puts any but the
for publication
in yesterday's New
most remarkable hurlers out of
Mexican:
American League.
At Detro- itTHE PITCHERS FEAR
4 8 2
Philadelphia
EACH OTHER. Detroit
5 7 2
;
and Lapp; Dubuc and Stan- Plank
Reb
19
Russell
Aug.
Philadelphia,
engaged in a hot argument the other age.
day Tpparding the ability of pitchers
At Cleveland
to hit. According to the young Tex2
,,....6 13
an, he fears the ordinary pitcher up Washington
..3 10 3
at bat as much as any other man on a Cleveland
Boehling and Henry; BJanding, Cul- jteam- James and O'Neil.
lop,
Ut5
IL
II
1UUUU
JUU imtr lu tunc
ive
(10 innings).
the ball to a pitcher the same as the
rest," exclaimed Reb. "Give him a
American Association.
fast straight one in the hopes of foolpolis
At
ing him and he'll frequently hit it
.....2 S 2
work the same
a mile. In pitching
....7 11 3
1 Toledo
others.
tbe
the
afl
pitches
against
Schardt, Wetzel and Casey;
don't believe in taking any chances
and Land.
with them."
Although he didn't mention tbe fact GOOCH
DEFEATS DOHRER
Russell himself is a dangerous batter
AT POCKET BILLIARDS.
and many times this season has deOn Saturday night Charles Gooch,
monstrated the truth of his own reThis is Gov. Venustiano Carranza of the state of Coahuila, Mexico, who
player played is also commander-in-chie- f
marks by slapping out a hit when it's the local pocket-billiarof the rebel forces. which held most of the
t match game with Stanley
Dohrer northern half of the
needed.
Gilson Gardner says that if President
country.
and it resulted
In a victory for Huerta continues obstinate, the United
States will probably recognize the
Gooch
to
score
a
200
73.
Gooch
of
belligerency of the rebels. This will permit Carranza to ship across the
It will not pay you to waste yoni was by
handicapped by playing 200 to 150 border rifles, cannons, aeroplanes and all the shootine Irona he wants, and
time writing out your legit forma
when yon get them already printed for Dohrer, but at no time was ex- that, of course, will give him a fine edge on Huerta. Also, such recog
tended to the limit, and ran out his nition will enable the honorable rebel to borrow monev. which will be a
at tbe New Mexican Printing
great comfort to him, being a
string of 200 with a good average.
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